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The question is…How did Vidal fall in love with Gohan?   Why isn’t the question also…How 
did Gohan fall in love with Vidal? 

Perhaps it is because Gohan never ever fell in love with Vidal.  Instead Vidal PUSHED 
Gohan into marrying her.  “I am not Snished with you yet Gohan!” Says Vidal [Buu Saga 
DBZ].   But Gohan is no PUSH OVER, PUSH UNDER, OR PUSH THROUGH.  Gohan is a 
HERO. Consequently, Gohan has a STRONG character.

The deSnition of a hero is a person who performs courageous (brave) acts OR who has a 
noble (decent) character. 

What kind of a hero is Gohan?  Gohan is a person who performs courageous (brave) acts 
AND who has a noble (decent) character.  Gohan cares about the people he saves. Gohan 
is humble (respectful) towards others. 

The people of earth are sacriScing their energy to Goku’s spirit bomb in order to destroy 
Kid Buu.  Gohan is sitting on the ground in the middle of some random street holding an 
adolescent boy in his lap cradling the barely conscious stranger in his arms while watching 
him intently to make sure that the youngster does not give too much of his life force away 
and DIE [Buu Saga DBZ].
 
What kind of heroine is Vidal?  Vidal is a person who performs courageous (brave) acts.  
Vidal does not care about the people she saves.  Vidal is arrogant (disrespectful) towards 
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How did Videl actually hook up with Gohan?

Since the Vegeta/Bulma and 18/Krillin videos were so successful, Super Jayain and I are back to discuss
the OTHER relationship that blossomed in Dragon Ball - Videl and Gohan. What traits did Gohan
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others.  

“My mind is made up.  I’m going to jump.” Says Hoi.  “No problem.  Just take my hand 
Srst.” Says Gohan.  “Get back I want to die!” says Hoi.  “Then what are you waiting for?”  
Asks Vidal.  “Vidal what are you doing?!” Asks Gohan.  “Well Gohan we don’t have all day!”  
Says Vidal.  “Fools.   You’ll see.”  Says Hoi.  And he jumps.  “He jumped.”  Says foolish Vidal 
all surprised [Wrath of the Dragon movie DBZ].  

If one intends to save a suicidal victim one has to convince that individual that he or she is 
NOT helpless, hopeless, or worthless before one can rescue that person from jumping to 
his or her demise.  

So if Hoi truly wanted to kill himself he will climb back up onto that bridge and jump off 
when there is no Gohan around to catch his fall…thanks to Vidal’s words.       

As soon as Gohan discovered what Vidal was truly like, Gohan will have no more to do with 
Vidal.

So what kind of heroine will Gohan be attracted to?  Gohan will gravitate towards a female 
hero just like him self.  

They say that opposites attract.  Well…that’s if you like breaking up and a getting divorce.  
Compatibility is what keeps a relationship happily ever after.
Show less

  Reply •

Carla Ledesma 2 weeks ago

15:24. WTF.. 

  Reply •

Diego Bareno 2 weeks ago

If you ask me I think the chemistry between Gohan and Videl is so transparent it's very non-
existent.

  Reply •

Alexis Hecker 2 weeks ago

I love this video . I'm also a teen gohan fan, I think he's the perfect blend of guy , who's 
strong , but kind and humble and not arrogant . Once again , I'm a fan of your videos and 
keep up your great work :).

  Reply •

Richard Vazquez 2 weeks ago

He was mysterious he kept his secret for as long as he could and girls have a need to 
know everything which caught her interest even more

 1   Reply •

John Lavin 2 weeks ago

I wish videl meet teen gohan though  lmao

 3   Reply •

Vanishing Stone 2 weeks ago

I am humble as hell. Still, I can´t get a single girl...

  Reply •

ImNotManny 1 week ago

If you have to say that you're "Humble," even just to explain the type of guy you are, 
you're not "Humble."

  Reply •

Vanishing Stone 1 week ago

+ImNotManny 
If I was asked to describe myself, I still wouldn´t name the adjective "humble". Even 
though I could. But I wrote it anonymously in the comments section of a YouTube 
video where it´s pretty clear why the word "humble" could be dropped that easily. Of 
course, because it was very strongly mentioned in this video. Even referring to the 
fact that this feature of Gohan makes him so attractive to girls, or at least Videl.
Read more
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Love how you go so much into depth with these Dragonball Z videos man! I really really 
enjoy listening to you explain and analyze the relationships between the characters in this 
show. It's really nice to know that you take the time to make all these videos and share 
your perspective with us. Subscribed by the way, your channel is awesome :D

  Reply •

Geekdom101 2 weeks ago

+Dawnetri thanks so much

  Reply •

Warcodered01 3 weeks ago

GohanXVidel is probably the best developed romantic relationship in the whole series. I 
mean Bulma and Vegeta pretty much entirely happened off screen. Goku and Chichi was 
just kind of weird they met two three times and fell in love with just immediately.

 6   Reply •

Geekdom101 3 weeks ago

yes!!!

 3   Reply •

crasome77 3 weeks ago

ya mother and father, chi chi and piculo

  Reply •

Jeremias Vasquez 1 month ago

Another reason I think Videl fell in love with Gohan is that Gohan was mysterious to her. 
Some women like their men mysterious. 

  Reply •

T-Zay 1 month ago

You hit the nail in the head, Gohan is a gentleman and you know his mom raised him right.

 2   Reply •

Richard Vazquez 2 weeks ago

Na brah he basically ignored her until she decided to stalk him and Snd out he's the 
shit and then she fell in love with the Dragon Ball D lol

 1   Reply •

Eszra 1 month ago

If Gohan didn't have Powers and Satan was not known for saving the world but something 
else. Then having real world measures and the two having the same personalities, Gohan 
and Videl would have never been a thing to never actually meeting. They would either never 
have a reason to even talk to have never met at all.

  Reply •

Kona Fenske 2 months ago

Does she trust me to pay her to sleep with me?

  Reply •

Władca Wymiaru 2 months ago (edited)

Gohan defeat Cell. There is NO stronger boy than him in Earth. 
(Solar System buster XD)
THATS why Videl fall in him! Girls like strong mans!

  Reply •

Geovanny M. 2 months ago

takes to long get to the point geez all u want is money and its Saiyan dmbas

  Reply •

saiyangamer _101 2 months ago

if I had powers I'll destroy the human hamanity jk

  Reply •

Cute Bear 2 months ago
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I see the topic And I was so happy but than hear the half of the video I feel like sleeply

  Reply •

Quin Skew 2 months ago

I am actually wanting to conquer the world and I'm very cocky. Does that make me evil?

 1   Reply •

Lunar Templar 2 months ago

it just me, or did Gohan get a better over all woman then Goku? hell, Vegeta and Krillian to.

cause Chi Chi is really .... bitchy a lot of the time, where as you don't really see that from 
Videl, 18 or Bulma.

 3   Reply •

Lunar Templar 2 months ago

+Troyer MaffeW
true, but I can't really say I remember a time in Z when Chi Chi wasn't REALLY bitchy, 
and she still is bitchy in Super, even after several years of Goku being around.

  Reply •

Nick Dahl 1 month ago

She really only became bitchy after her husband basically died and her son was 
kidnapped by the son of a genocidal demon king, who is also a slug man. Put a bit 
of undue stress on her.

 1   Reply •
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